Restore the Balance of Power and Fight the Power Bill
Regency Solar to officially launch miNRG range of intelligent energy management systems at HIA BUILD GREEN EXPO Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia

Regency Solar CEO, Darren Johannesen announced the launch of a new range of miNRG intelligent energy management systems at the HIA BUILD
GREEN EXPO.Consumers continue to be slugged with massive increases in the cost of energy. Revolutionary solar company - Regency Solar is
launching a new range of intelligent energy products under the brand miNRG whose main aim is to assist consumers to Get off the GridJohannesen
comments despite the direct actions of many Aussie families energy prices continue to rise. Aussie families are doing their bit installing lower energy
use appliances and lighting, changing their usage habits and are being rewarded by huge jumps in power bills.Whats needed is something new
something which gives the power back to Aussie families. Thats why we are proud to announce this new range of products under the miNRG
brand.The concept behind miNRG is that customers use intelligent inverters to build up a home energy system that puts the power back into the hands
of consumers. Intelligent, internet-enabled inverters allow for multiple inputs and outputs giving consumers the choice to build up home energy
systems using a number of components such as solar, wind, or diesel, they then have a choice whether to use the energy, store for later use or feed
into the grid to get a Feed in Tariff where such schemes still apply.These systems have the eventual outcome of freeing home owners from the grasps
of the electricity grid entirely.miNRG systems are uniquely flexible - meaning that low cost entry level systems can be easily upgraded over time as
your energy requirements evolve. Starter solar only systems can be easily expanded from 1.5k up to 5kw, and options such as batteries, generators or
other renewable energy products can be added over time. These new systems allow for exciting features such as:-Local out for island operation in the
event of a black out.Battery options allow UPS (uninterrupted power supply), grid as a backup or off gridCreate energy using solar, wind or diesel
generatorsmiNRG systems are future ready and upgradable over timeIntelligent software directs energy to different outputs to minimise the reliance on
the gridMonitor and manage your energy usage in real time24 hour system monitoring quickly identifies any energy supply issuesTrack energy flows
via the web or on TwittermiNRG systems from Regency Solar range from simple, low cost grid connect systems through to complete intelligent off grid
solar arrays that can easily tailored to meet a range of needs and budgets.The miNRG off grid system allows you to gain full independence from your
energy supplier. With this system you can be in charge of your energy supply through adding batteries to store and supply enough batteries to your
entire home. No longer will you have to worry about greedy power companies. You can control and manage your energy wherever you are.Now is the
time to get serious take advantage of intelligent energy management products, install solar, wind and batteries and get yourself off the grid
Johannesen commented.Johannesen said -" The Regency team is full of revolutionaries - who wholeheartedly believe that people should be
accountable on responsible for their own energy needs. Right now we are seeing the emergence of countless new energy technologies which will
make the current concept of the grid" look as quaint as a red phone box. It wasn't that long ago when it seemed strange that households didn't have a
fixed phone line at home - now due to the rise of new technologies - fixed home phone lines are beginning to become a thing of the past So too with
domestic energy . I mean - look out the window Johannesen said - power is delivered to you on a wire tied to a wooden pole - and of that energy over
70% has been wasted in transmission losses by the time it gets to you. Out-dated and inefficient - time to rethink our paradigm - it's time to get "off the
grid."Regency Solar is a wholly owned Australian company, part of the Regency Media Group founded in 1986. Regency Solar is leading provider of
premium Domestic Solar PV systems and is the sole distributor of Canadian solar Brand Day4 Energy.
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